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Halfway through the year, our students have acquired the attributes of Fung Lingers. Throughout
the activities, they displayed the Fung Ling Spirit by being eager to learn, ready for service, selfdisciplined, rule-abiding, caring and polite. Let us recap on some of the brilliant moments so far.

Morning assembly and foot drill

Students learning to cook and clean
as a team.

In November, S1 students joined the
Youth Moral Training Camp,
designed to develop their self-care
ability through a series of programs
and group activities. The camp was
a bittersweet experience as students
had to do household chores and
physical training under the burning
sun. However, their happy faces in
the pictures can tell you it is all
worth their effort.

Team building activities

Students stayed after
school to prepare for
the competition.

Some of the NCS joined the 70th Hong
Kong Schools Speech Festival (Chinese
Speech). With the help of the instructors,
they spent countless after-school hours to
refine their performance from
pronunciation to facial expression and
body gesture.
Reading a Chinese poem is never easy for
NCS, let alone performing! Yet, they all
tried their best and won rounds of
applause. Their excellent performances
got credit from the adjudicators as shown
in the result below.
Thihansa—83
Ayushma—81
Tenzin—81

Dhruv – 78

Hannah– 82 Navkaran– 84
Rubi – 83

On one of the coldest days in December, our NCS
turned up in Causeway Bay for Building an Inclusive
Community Carnival that promotes racial harmony. The
students hosted a game booth, in which they played
and had fun with the passers-by. They had wonderful
experience and enjoyed cross-racial harmony.

Apil, Joshua, Miguel and Prabhat from S.1B are on duty at the game booth,
playing games with the kids and giving out souvenirs.

Prabhat received the
certificate of gratitude on
behalf of our school.

